In order to extract data from the web pages of Hidden web sources, many semi-automatic and automatic techniques are proposed based on structure and tags of HTML documents. These techniques include machine learning and schema-matching approaches to solve the problem of data extraction. This paper discusses the research that has been done in the area of data extraction from Hidden Web sources. The goal of this paper is to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of currently existing techniques.
INTRODUCTION

World Wide Web (WWW) is broadly divided into two categories:
The Surface web that contains 1% of information content of the web. Search engine crawl along the web to extract and index text from HTML documents on the websites, then make this information searchable through keywords. Second is the Hidden web that contains 99% of information content of the web. Most of this information is contained in the databases and is not indexed by search engines. This means if we are searching for information from surface web only, we are searching through only 1% of WWW and missing 99% of it. Moreover, 95% of hidden web is free publicly accessible information.
Surface Web refers to the part of WWW that contains static web pages and these pages are linked to many other pages. Traditional search engines create their indices by crawling these web pages. Hidden Web consists of web pages that are created dynamically by filling the search query forms. Traditional crawlers do not attempt to find dynamic pages that are the result of database queries due to the millions of queries that are possible. This means there is an urgent need to design or develop the system that will extract the information from hidden web sources and present them to user in integrated form. Such attempt is known as information extraction (IE) by various researchers.
Mostly the Websites contains their data in one of the three forms: unstructured, semi-structured and structured. Unstructured information does not contain any structure or they are in text form. Structured information contains defined structure and contains high quality data. They are in table form as shown in figure2. Semi-structured information lies between above two. They lack in web defined structure but in this type, similar objects grouped together in some manner as shown in figure1.
Fig1: Example of Semi-structured data
Fig2: Example of Structured data
Semi-structured and structured pages also contain some unwanted information like advertisement, copyright statements, navigation patterns etc. The real content lies within the data region in which user is interested. Many IE systems are developed to extract only the useful content from the page. Most of these systems extract the data based on HTML structure and HTML tags of the webpage. In the next section, we will discuss some of these systems.
LBDRF (LAYOUT BASED DATA REGION FINDING)
This system [1] has three components. They are 1. HTML Tree Constructor-It is designed to translate the HTML file to a Tree, which is the input of Data Region Finder.
2. Data Region Finder-It takes the Tree as an input, and adopts the LBDRF algorithm to find data region in the list page.
3. Wrapper Induction-It produces the wrapper rule for data record extraction according to tag path schema.
Once the rules are constructed, data is extracted using these rules. Architecture for LBRF algorithm is shown below in fig.3 . 
Tree Constructor:
In the first step, an HTML page is converted into a Tree where each node represents an HTML tag pair, e.g. the body object represents the body tag of the HTML page (<body>and</body>). The nested structure of HTML tags corresponds to the parentchild relationship among Tree nodes. fig 5 shows the Tree segment corresponding to the segment of the web page in fig.4 . LBDRF algorithm given below in figure 6 selects the data region which is a sub tree with the tag table as its root. Each data record is displayed by a TR node, which can be seen from inner square frame. There are three functions used by this algorithm. These are as follows:
1. GetCandidate (Node root) is used to find the data region candidates.
2. GetRegionNode (ArrayList candidate) is used to find the root node of data region by comparing the length between the candidate node and the statistic and paging node.
3. GetStatisticandPagingNode (Body) is used to find the node which displays the statistic information and paging information. 
Extracting the Data Records in the Data Region:
After finding the data region node from the page, system extracts the data records from this data region by finding the longest common tag path for every group.
MDR( MINING DATA RECORDS IN WEB PAGES)
Liu and Grossman [2] proposed a novel method to mine data records in a Web page automatically which is called as MDR. It currently finds all data records formed by 2. The nested structure of the HTML tags in a web page usually forms a tag tree and a set of similar data records are formed by some child sub-trees of the same parent node.
This work is presented in three main steps:
1. Building an HTML Tag tree 2. Mining Data Regions 3. Identify Data Records
Building the HTML Tag Tree :
Most HTML tags work in pairs. Each pair consists of an opening tag and a closing tag. Within each corresponding tag pair, there can be other pairs of tags, resulting in nested blocks of HTML codes. Building a tag tree from a Web page using its HTML code is thus natural. In this algorithm, each pair of tags is considered as one node. An example tag tree is shown in figure 7. 
Mining Data Regions:
This step identifies every data region in a Web page that contains similar data records. It first mines generalized nodes in a page and then finds out data records. A sequence of adjacent generalized nodes forms a data region. From each data region, it identifies the data records. A generalized node (or a node combination) of length r consists of r (r ≥ 1) nodes in the HTML tag tree with the following two properties:
1) the nodes all have the same parent.
2) the nodes are adjacent.
A data region is a collection of two or more generalized nodes with the following properties:
1) the generalized nodes all have the same parent.
2) the generalized nodes all have the same length.
3) the generalized nodes are all adjacent. 4) the normalized edit distance (string comparison) between adjacent generalized nodes is less than a fixed threshold.
For example, in figure 7 , it has two generalized nodes, the first one consists of the first 5 children TR nodes of TBODY, and the second one consists of the next 5 children TR nodes of TBODY. It is important to notice that although the generalized nodes in a data region have the same length (the same number of children nodes of a parent node in the tag tree), their lower level nodes in their sub-trees can be quite different. Thus, they can capture a wide variety of regularly structured objects.
3.3
String Comparison Using Edit Distance:
The string comparison method that we use is based on the normalized edit distance [1] [7] . Let the two strings be s1 and s2. The time-complexity of the algorithm is O(|s1||s2|) [1] . The computation can be substantially reduced as this method is only interested in very similar strings. The computation is only large when the strings are long. If |s1| > 2|s2| or |s2| > 2|s1|, no comparison is needed because they are obviously too dissimilar.
Determining Data Regions:
This method identifies each data region by finding its generalized nodes. The algorithm basically uses the string comparison results at each parent node to find similar children node combinations to obtain candidate generalized nodes and data regions of the parent node.
Identify Data Records:
After all data regions and their generalized nodes are found from a page, we can identify data records in each region. A generalized node may not be a data record containing a single object. The actual records may be at a lower level, i.e., a generalized node may contain one or more data records. Table1 shows a data region that contains two table rows (1 and 2). Row 1 and row 2 have been identified as generalized nodes.
Table1: Data region containing rows
However, they are not individual data records. Each row actually contains two data (objects) records in the two cells.
A MACHINE LEARNING BASED APPROACH FOR TABLE DETECTION ON THE WEB BY (YALIN WANG AND JIANYING HU)
Yalin Wang and Jianying Hu [3] proposed a machine learning approach to detect data rich tables on a web page. Tables are used  to TABLE   TR  TR  TR  TR  TR   TBODY   TR   TD  TD  TD  TD  TD  TD   Data record 1  Data record 2 tags are used as a mechanism for grouping contents into clusters for easy viewing only. This work refers Table detection as the technique which classifies a document entity enclosed by the <TABLE></TABLE> tags as genuine or non-genuine tables. Figure 8shows examples of genuine and non-genuine tables.
Fig 8 : Example of genuine and non-genuine tables
This method is based on feature selection. Features were designed to capture both of these aspects. Here, 16 features were developed which can be categorized into three groups: seven layout features, eight content type features and one word group feature. With statistical and heuristic functions they compare among other things the table layout, relation between rows and columns, the length of data in each cell and contents (images, links, texts) within each cell in the target page with a ground truth data collection. The problem with this approach is that an entire data collection of ground truth data is needed in order for it to work. Even though the system seems to find data-rich tables, there is no guarantee that they find the correct data-rich tables. For example, if we are looking for product information we just as might find company information, addresses or etc., and most product pages (like those containing books, computers, hardware) contain lots of images and links that would aggravate their heuristic functions used for classification. Product pages will have fundamental differences in layout, and even if you use very varying input the result is totally dependent on the ground truth data.
A VISION BASED APPROACH FOR DATA EXTRACTION BY P. S. HIREMATH, SIDDU P. ALGUR
This research [4] proposed a novel method to extract data items from the web pages. It comprises of two steps:
(1) Identification and Extraction of the data regions based on visual clues information. (2) Identification of data records and extraction of data items from a data region.
Fig 9: Framework for vision Based pproach
The framework for visual based data extraction is given below in figure 9 . The HTML page is input to the first phase which extracts the relevant data regions and these data regions are input to the second phase that extracts the data item from them. The output of each component is the input for the next component.
Identification and Extraction of the data regions:
A data region is defined as the most relevant portion of a web page. Figure 10 shows an example, which is a web page that consists of a data region containing list of four books. Data Record is the full description of each book. 
data records
An algorithm for the proposed technique is given in figure 11 . This algorithm works by taking the HTML document as an input. The MSHTML parsing and rendering engine is the main HTML component of the Microsoft Internet Explorer web browser. The rendering Engine of the browser produces the boundary coordinates. It is assumed that the most relevant data in that web page lies inside the largest rectangle. Based upon the coordinates returned by rendering engine, the largest rectangle amongst these bounding rectangles is determined. Line 4 in above algorithm identifies the data region which consists of the relevant data region and some irrelevant regions also. Line 5 identifies the actual relevant data region by filtering the bounding irrelevant regions.
The Data region returned from the first algorithm shown in figure  11 is scanned for the tags. If the tag is a <table> tag then this means this is the beginning of a record and the procedure for extracting the data items from a data record is called.
Identification of Data Record:
Data records are identified by applying the algorithm to data region as shown below in figure 12 . It identifies the tags in the HTML code of the data region which contains the relevant records and is given below: 
Identification of Data items:
The next step is the item extraction from each data record. The data items of each record are extracted by taking one data record with data fields at one time. The items are looked for <TD> tag and sent to the database.
COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT DATA EXTRACTION METHODS
Sr.
No.
Method
Advantages Disadvantages 
7.CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE :
This paper discusses the existing techniques to extract data from structured and semi-structured web pages. All these techniques use the HTML structure of the web page to find the location of desired information. After reaching at this location, they again find data region in which the real content lies. Advantages and disadvantages are discussed in this paper. By studying all these techniques, we can develop the new data extraction system which should be independent of extraction rules and also the HTML tags.
